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Principal’s Blog
WELCOME

Years 7-11 all had chance to visit
and chat to representatives from the
It has been a really busy first term
different HE establishments In sport,
and alongside our daily menu of
2 students enjoyed successes at the
lessons and enrichment activities,
WUKF European Championships held
our students have been involved in
in Malta: Grace Barnett came back
a rich array of diverse and exciting
with Bronze in 12 years Kata & Joel
experiences; I have provided a
Eccleston won Gold in 12 years Kata
flavour of these below:
and Bronze in 12 years Kumite making
him 3 times consecutive European Kata
Our term started with an amazing
Champion to match his Gold World
STEM trip to Boston and New York
titles. The Year 9 rugby team shared
involving 29 students who worked
the Warrington school cup with a final
with Harvard & MIT, went whale
score of 16 -16 after a hard fought
watching as part of a marine biology game. Year 7, 8 & 9 boys won golds
exercise, worked with Central Park
and Year 7,8 & 9 girls won bronze in the
Rangers on an ecology project and
Warrington Town cross country league
worked with Autodesk on a CAD
We were extremely proud to be
session. Truly a once in a lifetime
nominated for the prestigious annual
opportunity for our students
Educate Awards which are held at
The annual team building
Liverpool Cathedral each year. Out
residential open to all Year 7
category was the best STEM project
students took place in October with across the whole region which was for
the focus of using outdoor activities the TCAT project led by Chris Hillidge in
to promote our Characteristics of
conjunction with United Utilities and we
Greatness (COGs)
won! A brilliant achievement and well
deserved recognition
Our Year 10/11 BTEC Music group
played at the TCAT concert at the
Parr Hall which was organised by our
JOSH MORRIS MEMORIAL
very own Mr Jones with over 700
staff, parents and students involved
On Friday 14th December, the “Josh
on the night
Morris Amphitheatre” was officially
opened to honour the memory of
A group of drama students were
former student Josh Morris who sadly
involved in the Shakespeare in
passed away last year. There was an
Schools festival and performed
array of performance pieces with
a brilliant and original version of
Josh’s friends and family members in
Othello at the Z Arts theatre in
attendance. Our students have been
Manchester
fundraising to support this project
We held a Higher Education fair
and they are very proud of their
in November to raise awareness
new performance space and we are
and to provide independent
planning something special for the
advice and guidance around
spring.
university. We welcomed over
20 different universities to the
academy and students from
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THE CHALLENGE ACADEMY
TRUST (TCAT)
As part of TCAT, our mission is to
improve educational outcomes for all
local students and, consequently, we
have been asked to support another
local school within our trust; namely
University Academy Warrington which
will now become Padgate Academy.
As a school we have a strong and
influential role within the trust and we
have used our strength and expertise to
support other schools within TCAT. Due
to the increasing size of the trust, I have
been asked to take on a trust wide role
to lead on quality and standards. It is a
privilege to be asked and is indicative
of the status of our school within the
local area. Consequently, I will now
become Executive Principal at BCA with
some of my time being used to support
other schools and Mr Harris will step up
to become Principal. Mrs Mullen and Mr
Reynolds will also become permanent
Vice Principals. We are excited about
our next chapter and believe this
development will help cement our
position as a beacon of good practice
in the local area.

Mr A Moorcroft BA (Hons), NPQH
Executive Principal & Director of
Quality & Standards (TCAT)
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OUR STUDENTS DO GREAT THINGS
A huge thank you to
@MrsRixhamBCA and all the
students and staff @BCAWarrington
who took part in the #Central6
regeneration engagement session.
Some great discussions and
thoughtful, caring and inspiring
ideas to help improve their
neighbourhoods.
Fantastic afternoon with
@BCAWarrington students and
@K_M_Assoc @JasAtwal22 sharing
ideas as part of the Warrington
Central 6 Masterplan. The team were
impressed with their thoughtful and
insightful views on the area and idea
for long term regeneration.
#Central6 #Warrington

@MissColeyBCA
Y7 girls football team! Tournament
time let’s do this!!!
@7_bca @BCAWarrington

@MrsHilidge
2nd in Warrington. Well done Y8 BCA
girls!!!
@MrsHillidge @BCA_8 @BCA_PE

@BCAMrHarris
Some fantastic experiences for our
students throughout this week.
Art exhibited; families in to talk
history with their children; athletes
competing; learning from the
experience of others. What a week!

@MrsJBarrowcliffe
Great required practical:
chromatography intervention
session tonight for year 11
@BCAScience @_BCA11
@MrsHillidge
Well done to all our Y7 and Y8
students representing BCA at the
Indoor Athletics Competition. As
always you’ve done us proud!
@7_bca @BCA_8 @BCA_PE
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@VonnieG11
History is about the past, the
present and most definitely the
future. It is in safe hands with these
students...
@BCAHistory @BCAWarrington
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@bcalanguages1
Two of Miss Atherton’s absolute
superstars! These two have had
a fabulous lesson today, working
collaboratively to achieve their
goals. Their questions have been
insightful and their enthusiasm
has been infectious. Keep up the
excellent work guys!
@BCAYear9

TCAT MUSIC CONCERT
The TCAT Concert was held on
Friday 19th November at The Parr
Hall in conjunction with the River
Reeves foundation.
Performers from all the TCAT
institutions wowed the audiences
from start to finish. To be able to
showcase the talent within the
TCAT collectively was a clear
demonstration of how TCAT staff
and students are all working
together across all the phases
in true collaboration. The Parr
Hall was at capacity and it was a
pleasure to see the students all
cheering and supporting each
other. Events such as this are
testimony to the young people,
their abilities and confidence in
performing. It also enabled them
to have a platform where they can
work side by side and celebrate
the diverse range of musical
opportunities across the trust.
It was also great that the TCAT
Parliament were on hand to meet
and greet all the Parents, Carers
and Families. Again, another
demonstration of how the young
people are working together. They
are doing a huge amount of work
on Plastic and are really making a
difference in terms of awareness
and recycling within Warrington.
The concert is just one of the many
collaborative aspects of TCAT and
that this feeds into their vision of
“nurturing challenging and
inspiring young people
to achieve their very best
for themselves and their
communities”.

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS
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@ BCA YEAR 11
Year 11 have hit the ground
running this year with a really
great attitude to all aspects of
Academy life. We have seen
a record number of students
attending weekday evening and
Saturday interventions, proving
their commitment and drive to
achieve the best grades possible.
Here at BCA, we are really proud
of the dedication the students are
showing and as a result, we have
put into place a system to reward
the students who are attending on
a regular basis. Students are able
to get intervention cards signed
that will enable them to have a
discounted ticket for this years
prom.
On that note, last years prom
was the best prom in Beamont

history. The night came together
perfectly and was great opportunity
for staff and students to celebrate a
productive year where students had
worked hard. To top the night off, we
had an email from the venue that read
as follows:
‘I just wanted to drop you a little
note to say that myself and my team
thoroughly enjoyed looking after you
at your event and it was great to see
everybody having such an enjoyable
time.

attendance was impeccable which,
believe me, is sometimes not the case.
Their pleasant manner and outstanding
decorum is a testament to yourself,
Dave and all the teaching staff at BCA.
Thank you for moulding the next
generation into such lovely young
adults, I wish you all the very best of
luck in the future and hope that we will
have the pleasure of assisting you with
your next event.’
Next up for year 11’s, the PPE’s after the
half term holidays. I’m looking forward
to seeing some fantastic results that
reflect the hard work that the students
are putting in on a day to day basis.

The reason I felt compelled to write
this email was to say that in the 25
years of my hospitality career I have
served and conducted many events
such as your on Friday and have rarely
met such a polite and well-mannered Mr Vickery
set of students. The behaviour and
conduct of all of the students in

Saturday Tuition
Our Saturday tuition program has been a feature of the academy for
two years. Initially it was set up to support year 11 students who were
struggling to hit grade 4 in English and/or maths. Since then it has grown
to incorporate science and the humanities subjects and reaches over 70%
of our students in year 11 at various stages throughout the year who are
all committed to improving their grades whether this be reaching for the
grade 9’s or securing grade 4’s. External tutors from Appla tuition and
experienced AQA examiners/teachers in English are employed to deliver
the small group tuition. Sessions are planned after a meeting with the class
teachers at BCA to ensure the content matches the needs of the students.
We are very proud of this initiative and the commitment our BCA students
show to furthering their academic progress by committing to Saturday
tuition. The students feel it is something quite special that is unique to BCA
and very appreciative of our commitment to helping them all achieve their
potential.

“
“
“

I like the way we are in very small groups, you feel able to ask questions and
the pace is slower. I come out of the sessions feeling like I have really made
progress.
The sessions are focused on where our gaps are so you don’t feel like you are
covering work in class, it gives me confidence for our PPE exams.

”
”
”

I know that I need to secure at least grade 4’s for college so being able to get free
tuition provided by my school is excellent

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS
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STEM@BCA

need to take out some text pls

Educate Award winners
A pioneering partnership to make
Warrington a hotbed for new
engineering talent has picked up a
top NW education award.
Beamont Collegiate Academy’s
16-week link-up with water company
United Utilities gave 64 young teens
a yearning for learning and earned
a prestigious Educate Award in a
ceremony at Liverpool Cathedral
on November 16. The Masterclass
initiative was named as Educate’s
top school science, technology,
engineering and mathematics
(STEM) project after interest in
engineering among participants
soared.
The project – which pitted teams
against each other to solve a real-life
engineering conundrum – is now
being repeated with an emphasis on
attracting girls into science. Around
two thirds of the youngsters recruited
for this year’s masterclass are female.
United Utilities social impact manager
Lynn Johnson said eight teams of
Year 9 and 10 pupils from Beamont,
Bridgewater, Sir Thomas Boteler
and Penketh high schools worked
weekly with the company’s graduate
engineers.
Their challenge was to devise a
scheme to find and pipe water from
the Cumbrian fells to a fictitious new
community centre in Coniston.
It was put together on behalf of
The Challenge Academy Trust
(TCAT) which incorporates the four
participating schools and Beamont
Collegiate Academy – the UK’s only
STEM Assured Status high school.
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“

Executive Principal of BCA,
Mr Andrew Moorcroft said

“

Working with a leading water
supplier like United Utilities
was a huge bonus. The project
we generated is the first of
its kind from within any multi
academy trust nationwide, that
set out to develop industryled, education-inspired
project-learning from across
the various STEM disciplines.
The award is the icing on the
cake

”

United Utilities’ Engineering Delivery
Director Richard Ratcliff said:

“

It’s vital to stay connected with
young people, keeping them
informed about the range
of science and engineering
opportunities available to
them. Over 45% of students
said they were more interested
in a STEM related career as a
result of being involved. That
for me is a real result.

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS

”

Beamont Collegiate
Academy are dedicated
to STEM with inspirational
projects, trips &
opportunities, amazing
children & clubs and
awesome staff that
go above & beyond.
Congratulations!
All About STEM.

”

STEM@BCA
Boston Trip 2018

30 of our best STEM students travelled to Boston and New York to see the world’s best STEM education and
industry. Amongst the highlights were:
• Spending the day with Paul Sohi at Autodesk’s innovation hub. Paul is one of the industries leading designers
and tech developers.
• Whale watching with NE University Marine Biologists was a once in a lifetime experience. The rough seas were
something to remember too!
• Working with MIT’s scientists on DNA technology in the labs was amazing and challenging at the same time.
• BCA students have world class STEM opportunities both here in Warrington and in the U.S.A. and we look
forward to their exciting careers in STEM.
BCA ACADEMY FOCUS
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STUDENT LEADERSHIP @ BCA
Warrington Central Masterplan - BCA Shaping the Future

“

A LEADER IS SOMEONE
WHO INSPIRES AND MOTIVATES
OTHERS TO REACH A GOAL.
ETHICAL LEADERS ENSURE THE
GOAL REACHED IS A POSITIVE
SOCIAL CHANGE

”

BCA are involved in an exciting long term project
focusing on the regeneration of the Central 6
wards of Warrington. The Warrington Central 6
Regeneration Masterplan will produce a plan to
guide development, investment and projects in
the central wards of the borough for the next 2530 years. The main wards covered are Bewsey and
Whitecross, Fairfield and Howley, Orford, Latchford
East, Latchford West and Poplars and Hulme.
BCA are one of two schools, and the only secondary
school, involved in this major consultation project.
The academy was keen to get involved in this long
term project as the focus areas are transport, housing,
recreation and employment.
The student representatives met with the consultancy
team to provide suggestions and solutions for
improvements. The Principal received this feedback:

”

…the students really engaged with the exercises
but also with the issues being discussed, they had
a genuine understanding and appreciation of the
problems and possible solutions. Their feedback
was considered, caring and thoughtful and
achievable.
The students were smart and very polite, a credit
to all the staff and great ambassadors for the
Academy.
We thoroughly enjoyed our time with them and
hope they did too. We look forward to returning
next year (hopefully around March) with an
analysis of the feedback received from this first
stage and some ideas, proposals and projects that
the Council may wish to progress.

”
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STUDENT LEADERSHIP @ BCA
Earlier this term, members of the
BCA Student Parliament facilitated
sessions at the ‘Heads Up’
conference held at the Halliwell
Jones stadium.
The ‘Heads Up’ conference
promotes positive mental health
amongst young people in
Warrington and was attended
by local secondary schools. The
students gave up their own time
to be trained over several weeks
by the Warrington Wolves
Young trustees with the project
culminating in the conference.

that they were a credit to the school
and that they are now fully trained
‘Heads Up’ ambassadors.

Neill Kelly, Foundation Director
at Warrington Wolves will be
providing individual evaluations
to the leaders over the coming
weeks. We were delighted to hear

The team also recently acquired
‘Anti-Bullying Ambassador’ status
through the Diana Award and have
been putting their training to good
use.

During anti-bullying week they
delivered assemblies to Years 7 and 8
as well at a local primary school. They
have big plans to train up more
ambassadors across the Student
Leadership Team.

HEAD GIRL AND HEAD BOY
Following a rigorous application and interview process we are delighted to announce that Abbie Watkins and
Balazs Rigo Year 10 have been offered and accepted the roles of Head Boy and Girl at the Academy.
As well as submitting a letter of application they were put through an intensive interview. The panel consisted of
two key members of staff and two members of the student parliament. They also had to deliver a presentation as
well as answer a series of probing questions.
We are delighted with the outcome and am sure that you will join us in congratulating both students in their
success.

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS
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YEAR 7 RESIDENTIAL
Settling In
The year 7 cohort have made a
fantastic start to their BCA journey.
They have shown resilience and
determination each day to adapt
to high school life and become
independent individuals. Each
individual form had the opportunity
to go on a residential trip back in
October to Yorkshire. This annual
trip is always fantastic as it allows the
students to build relationships and
really come out of their shells. All
forms were fantastic and represented
themselves and the school
fantastically. The year group continues
to do great things each day from
outstanding lessons, representing
school sports teams to creating
unbelievable history projects. They
truly have shown us that they are BCA
ready and it’s exciting to see how their
journey will develop over the next
coming years. Miss Coley - Year 7
Progress Leader
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Higher Education Fair
On Tuesday 13th November
2018, Beamont Collegiate
Academy held its inaugural higher
education fair. The aim of the
event was to raise aspirations
and awareness of university level
education. Current statistics
suggest that over 50% of
Beamont students will go on to
get a degree level qualification,
so holding the event was an ideal
way to showcase the range of
courses and institutions in the
UK that Beamont students might
consider attending.

The following institutions attended
the event:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

British & Irish Institute of
Modern Music
Edge Hill University
Harper Adams University
Leeds Trinity University
LIPA
Liverpool Hope University
St Helens University Centre
UCLAN
University of Bolton
University of Chester
University of Huddersfield
University of Law
University of Manchester
University of Oxford
Wrexham Glyndwr University

Magic Breakfast at BCA

Free Breakfast for all BCA Students
We are delighted to announce that until the end of this academic year BCA are
providing a free healthy breakfast for all students before school.
BREAKFAST WILL BE SERVED BETWEEN 8:00AM AND 8:20AM EVERY MORNING
EXCEPT FRIDAY WHEN BREAKFAST WILL BE AVAILABLE BETWEEN 9:00AM AND 9:20AM.

THE BREAKFAST CHOICES AVAILABLE WILL BE:
Wholemeal bagel with butter plus soft cheese or jam
or
Cereal
Plus a carton of fresh orange juice or fresh apple juice.
A good start makes a great day #BCA ready
Share your views, follow the link on BCA Facebook

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS
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BCA SPORTS
Congratulations to CHLOE LLOYD
Year 9 who has been awarded
first and second place in several
recent Dressage competitions
at Cheshire Riding School .
#OurStudentsDoGreatThings
@BCAYear9

R OW I N G TO S U CC E S S
Individual races took place with
participants having to row the
greatest distance over a set
time.

The event was staged at the
Halliwell Jones Stadium on
Wednesday 30th January.
All secondary schools from across
Warrington.

Year 8 racing over 3 minutes ,
year 9 over 4 minutes and year
10 over 5 minutes.
The team events involved all
BCA rowers in teams of 4. These
races covering 2000m in the
shortest time possible.

Year groups involved 8, 9 10.

‘Seren Morris continues to impress
in her Athletics this season, winning
numerous medals in all competitions.’
NEXT STOP RUGBY! WELL DONE SEREN!
14
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BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
@BCAEnglish
Another successful expedition
for our silver DofE students! Well
done years ten and eleven!
#DofE #hiking
@BCAScience
#spring in the lakes with
@DofENorth @DofE Hot
yesterday. Freezing today! The
kids from @BCAWarrington did
fantastically on their Silver Duke
of Edinburgh Award Practice
#Navigation #FirstAid #Experts
@MrDBeech
Well done @BeamontY8 3rd place
in the @Salters_Inst challenge!!!
@BCA_HLL @BCAScience @BCA_
Principal - thanks to @SalfordUni
for hosting and to @Katayune and
@RoySocChem
UNLOCK PROGRAMME:

Twelve Year 10 students have
been unlocking their potential
and raising their aspirations
as they have embarked on a
personal journey with the Unlock
programme.
This programme allowed our
students to discover the many
opportunities that they can explore
for life after Beamont Collegiate
Academy. Our students met
many professionals in London
including a chef who runs a

multi-million pound restaurant,
the people behind the making of
adverts for McDonalds, JD and
Vodafone (to name but a few!) and
even the people who run Sadler’s
Wells – a world-renowned theatre!
Students were given the opportunity
to ask these professionals about the
pathway they had taken and how they
had become so successful. Upon the
students’ return, they were asked to
present their findings to their entire
year group… a task requiring great
courage and confidence!

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS

The programme has drawn to a
close as the students have met with
well-established professionals from
Warrington including a forensic
scientist, a lawyer and a social
media founder! This opportunity
has resulted in our students
creating connections for possible
work experience… an invaluable
experience!
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HIGH LEVEL LEARNERS
It has been a fantastic few months for
High Level Learners at BCA. Both
inside and outside of the classroom,
the last summer term was filled with
activities and opportunities aimed
at HLL students and this has carried
through until this Autumn term. Here
is a round of some of the highlights
so far:

LATIN GCSE

A group of Year 10s have
successfully completed a course
in Latin at an Introductory GCSE
level. After months of studying
during Friday mornings, their
hard work has paid off. Every
student who entered the exam
passed with fantastic grades.
Studying the classic languages
is understood to have numerous
benefits on students’ learning of
other languages, grammar, English,
Literature, History and even Maths.
It’s a great opportunity for students to
experience this language as well as
hopefully secure an introductory level
GCSE in Year 9. Our new cohort of
Year 8 HLL’s have recently begun their
journey with Latin and are making
fantastic progress so far.

SHAKESPEARE SCHOOLS
FESTIVAL

A group of HLL students from
across years 8-10 are working
hard on their version of
Shakespeare’s Othello as part
of the National Shakespeare
Schools Festival. As part of the
festival, students are given the
opportunity to perform a 30-minute
version of a Shakespeare play in
a professional theatre to a public
paying audience. For the past
5 years BCA have performed at
theatres in both Liverpool and
Manchester. This year we will be
performing at Z-Arts in Manchester
on Tuesday 13th November. Taking
part in the festival not only helps with
students’ performance and public
speaking skills, but has also had a
positive impact upon their grasp of
Shakespearean language within the
English curriculum. Auditions for the
next Shakespeare production will
take place in May. All HLL students
are welcome to audition.

YEAR 11 HLL FOCUS GROUP

When students reach Year 11, they
are offered intense mentoring in
relation to their abilities to achieve
extremely high grades at GCSE.
By being placed in to a HLL focus
group, it means that we ensure that
all HLL students are being monitored
to not only ensure they are reaching
their full potential, but also that they
are being monitored from a pastoral
perspective meaning we can offer
support when needed.
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THE LOCK DOWN: ESCAPE
ROOMS

In March a group of students
from Year 11 were rewarded for
their commitment to their own
academic study and enrichment
with a trip to the Lock Down in
Warrington where they utilised
their problem-solving skills to
escape the locked room. One
group managed it in just under an
hour, an impressive feat and it was
superb to observe the students
working together, applying logic
as well as creative thinking, to
solve the clues and escape the
room.

CONSERVATIONISTS @ CHESTER
ZOO

During the summer term,
Year 9 HLL students had the
opportunity to become Trainee
Conservationists for the day at
Chester Zoo. Students had a handson workshop with banned materials
such as skins from endangered
animals and objects made from Ivory
which are priceless in illegal trade.
By undertaking these workshops,
students understood what a career
in conservation and other animal
sciences would consist of. As well as
the workshops, a university lecture
was also given to students in order
to inform them of how to get in to
the field of animal sciences, and
what skills will put them in best stead
to pursue these options.

Studying at Oxford &
Cambridge Lecture

AT BCA
OXBRIDGE EVENTS
Cambridge University Trip

A group of Year 10 HLL’s were
invited to visit Sidney Sussex
College, Cambridge University
for a sample day of lectures and
tours. Not only did students sit in
subject specific lectures (such as
Nanotechnology) with Professors
from Cambridge University,
they also had talks from current
university students in order to
fully understand what life at
Cambridge is like.
The key message was that top
universities are looking for
students who are capable of
studying at a high level, in an
independent way and who are
passionate about the subjects that
they are applying to study; that
enthusiasm is conveyed through
how they write about their subject
in their personal statement, how
how they talk about it at interview
and the additional “work” they
undertake is vital in demonstrating
their interest. At the end of this
letter I have included some
ideas of ways in which students
can explore around topics that
interest them and begin their own
independent learning journeys
that might lead them to studying
at a university like Cambridge.

Our Year 9 HLL students were
invited to a talk (along with
students from other schools in
Warrington) by both Oxford
University and Cambridge
University, giving pupils an insight
in to how to better their chances
at making a successful application
to Cambridge or Oxford
University.
Oxford University Lectures
Year 10 students were given
the opportunity to visit an event
in Manchester where lecturers
from Oxford University gave
lectures upon various topics.
The day was designed to have
pupils experience the full range
of subjects and topics covered
across the Undergraduate
programme at Oxford. Topics
included Theology, Science and
Philosophy.
SCHOLAR GROUPS

Each year group has a High-Level
Learner lead teacher who forms
part of the Scholars Lead team. This
year we will have specific Scholar
group meetings several times a
term. These groups are made up of
the 10 most high performing HLL
students from each year group. As
these groups are exclusive and small,
it is something to be celebrated
if your child is selected to attend.
Each meeting will consist of Critical
Thinking activities designed to excel
students love of learning, as well
as curriculum and career specific
opportunities. If students selected
as part of the Scholars group do not
wish to apply themselves fully to the
opportunities presented to them,
then their place will be offered to
another student in their year group.
The Scholar group selection will take
place after the Autumn half term.
The teachers who will be the point of
contact for each year group are:
Year 7 – Mrs M Molyneux
Year 8 – Mr P Nulty
Year 9 – Mr R Denton
Year 10 – Mrs C Lewin

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS

OTHER UNIVERSITY LINKS

Liverpool John Moore’s University
Students across year groups
between 8-10 have been involved
in various opportunities from
LJMU over the past few months.
Some of our HLL students were
given the opportunity to perform
with students at LMJU as part of their
3rd year projects. This stretched all
High-Level Performers out of their
comfort zone by expecting them
to work in the style and at the level
expected of degree level students.
The Liverpool Institute for
Performing Arts
LIPA have offered our HLL
students interactive literature
workshops surrounding the
novel ‘The Handmaids Tale’ and
worked extensively with students
understanding of the difficult
themes and topics included in the
dystopian novel. Our pupils were
also invited by LIPA to watch their
stage adaptation of the book which
also provided our HLL students
with a further understanding of the
totalitarian piece of literature.
IN THE CLASSROOM

All departments have received
training to develop our approaches
with Higher Level Learners. We
have coordinated with specialists
from other schools and developed
strategies to ensure that we are
teaching our students in a challenging
way that develops their thinking and
supports advanced learning. Students
are being encouraged to develop and
use a more sophisticated vocabulary
and embed this into their speech
and writing. Students are engaging
in much more independent study,
they are expected to complete prelearning activities and reading to gain
the foundations in a topic with a topic
before engaging in more complex
learning in the classroom. Reading is
widely encouraged both for pleasure
and to support classroom learning.
17

SPELLING BEE
Bee the Best!
The Spelling Bee model is fun and inclusive. This way of quizzing allows students to fully engage with their
learning and test and retest their core knowledge in exciting, collaborative and effective ways!
Students across all years are using this model for testing times tables, trivia, language translations and good
old fashioned vocabulary and spelling. In a world where knowledge is power, knowing stuff is key! With this
model our students are revising at home for ‘Quick Quizzing’ in their lessons, they have a minute to answer
any of 20+ questions and their scores add up before their very eyes! Students see this way of working as high
challenge, low threat and they engage brilliantly with the Home Learning so to beat their latest score!
The Spelling Bee model originated as a celebratory event at the end of the year, a way of showcasing those
industrious and dedicated students who revise and practice their spellings and strive to be the best they can
possibly be. The BCA Spelling Bee mirrored that of the Scripps Spelling Bee, originally founded in America
and involved the whole of Year 7 and the support of many staff across the school. The English Department,
along with tutors supported students to learn 100 words or varying degrees of difficulty and students where
prepared, over the space of a week to compete against their peers. Two finalist emerged victorious from the
class heats and they then competed in the final which took place in the hall in front of the whole year group.
The BCA was truly a spectacular event! Students made banners and posters in their Art lesson to cheer on
their finalist for their class, they cheered, sang and danced to the BCA House Band and BCA Dancers who
open and closed the event and they back their classmates 100%. The BCA Spelling Bee Final was indeed
about resilient young individuals who revised and practised their skills to perform to the best of their ability
but it was also about comradery and celebration – rewarding hard work and believe me, it was tough!
Jessica Kennedy proved victorious and took the title of Spelling Bee Champion 2018 in July last year and we
hope to crown another worthy competitor with the noble title of Spelling Bee Champion 2019, later this year!
For us at BCA, it didn’t stop there, this concept has now become a way of life and we frequently quiz our
Students using the Spelling Bee model in lessons, in a variety of different ways and both staff and students
love it!
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With BCA’s Spelling Bee!

”

SPELLING BEE

I couldn’t believe how quickly
the students were spelling the
words – I could barely keep up
with checking the spellings. If
we could do this in a similar
way with knowledge, we would
definitely see an impact of
results and student confidence
within our subjects.

”

I really wanted to win the class
prize!

”

”

”

It made me think about how
important spelling actually is
and I really wanted to do well.

”

It was fun and I hope we do it
again in Year 8

”

”

The main things I loved about it
were how exciting it was at the
actual event and how you can
really tie down how important
vocabulary is into your lesson
by talking to the students about
it and doing your own topic
based spelling bees!

”

”

Very proud of my Jessica. She has
thrived since starting this school.
@MrsRussell_BCA
The Spelling Bee was INCREDIBLE! Thank you to everyone who supported us and made it happen! @BCA_
English @BCA_Y7 @BCAperform @bca_music @BCA_Art Thank you to our lovely helpers on the night too, Mrs
Molyneux, Mrs Lewin, Mrs Tickle and @BCAMrHarris - A GREAT event!

WE ARE LOOKING TO WORK

WITH THE BOLD PRIMARIES AND
THOSE ACROSS TCAT TO FORM

OUR OWN PRIMARIES SPELLING
BEE WHEREBY ALL THE YEAR 6

GROUPS COMPETE AGAINST EACH
OTHER AND THE FINAL WILL BE
HELD AT BCA!

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS
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PERFORM AT BCA
Mama Mia
Auditions took place in September for BCA’s original adaptation of ‘Mama
Mia’- Written by Miss Higham! Over 100 students arrived to the ‘X factor’ style
auditions and they were certainly put through their paces! Students were
required to act, sing and dance – the professional attitude that the students
displayed was impressive which made selecting students for roles a very difficult
task!
At BCA we simply don’t feel that revealing the final cast list on a piece of paper is
good enough for our students…so this year we planned a huge, interactive big
reveal! With Mrs Thomas recently saying “I do” and the Mama Mia theme of love –
we decided that the big reveal would be….a wedding! The hall was transformed
into a church, rose petals were scattered down the red carpet that formed the
aisle, the wedding party were handed confetti and even wore their best wedding
attire…not to mention the cake and BCA’s very own vicar in the form of Mr Harris
and his two altar boys (Mrs Curwen and Mrs Thomas!) In a romantic service, Mr
Harris revealed the names of the students who had successfully earnt their place
in production as members of the ensemble and lead roles. Congratulations to
Danny Howell and Tayla Connolly in Year 7 for being successful in securing large
speaking roles!
Rehearsals are well under way with students blocking scenes, learning songs
and dance routines in preparation for the production that will take place on June
12th and 13th at 7pm. Tickets will be available from reception at BCA from May
onwards…make sure you get yours before they sell out!!

JOSH MORRIS AMPHITHEATRE
To honour the memory of Josh
Morris, an amphitheatre has been
built on the grounds of the academy.
Josh was a talented student with a
passion for the Performing Arts and
so it was only fitting to honour his
memory with a unique performance
space.

On Friday 14th December, the
“Josh Morris Amphitheatre” was
officially opened with an abundance
of performance pieces with Josh’s 12 NEWS
Craft countdown
friends and family members in
attendance. Our students have
been working hard in fundraising
to support this project and they are
very proud of their new performance
space.

THE 24 days of Christmas crafts at
Great Sankey Neighbourhood Hub is
proving extremely popular this
festive season.
Run by the LiveWire team based at
the hub on Barrow Hall Lane, the
festive craft countdown offers free
activities every day from 10 am until
11am, 1.15pm until 2.15pm and 4.15
until 5.15pm.
It is anticipated that during
December hundreds of people of all
ages will have called in and enjoyed
Christmas craft activities ranging
from making letters to Santa,
reindeer handprints and toilet roll
elves.
The session runs until Christmas
Eve, all are welcome to drop in and
take part.

Our students are looking forward to Festive giveaway
taking every opportunity to perform
in the amphitheatre and are planning
something special for the spring.

KIND-HEARTED members of the
congregation at Latchford Methodist
Church hosted a mince pie giveaway
on Sunday morning.
In a bid to give back to the
community during the festive period,
four members of the church gave out
100 free mince pies to people in the
village.
Braving the freezing temperatures
to hand out the pies, Latchford
residents were amazed and humbled
by the generous act.

There are some great photos on this linkSearch for teen
https://www.warringtonguardian.
co.uk/news/17303362.beamontcollegiate-academy-opens-joshmorris-amphitheatre/

A 10-YEAR-OLD girl was found ‘safe
and well’ after being reported
missing from home.
The youngster was reported
missing from her home in Fearnhead
shortly after 7.15pm last Thursday,
December 13. Officers were assisted
by the police helicopter and Cheshire
Search and Rescue.
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A lovely way to finish the
evening as Josh’s mum
and brother released the
balloons from the stage.
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Fitting tribute to a pupil
who belonged onstage
n School names outdoor
theatre after 11-year-old
By Adam Everett

adam.everett@nqnw.co.uk

A SCHOOL has paid tribute to
a former pupil who died at the
age of 11 by naming a new amphitheatre after the ‘talented
and passionate’ performing
arts student.

Josh Morris died in July last
year, weeks before he was set to
play Drake in Beamont Collegiate
Academy’s performance of Annie.
The Longford youngster had
been diagnosed with Duchenne
muscular dystrophy at 20 months
old.
Now Josh’s former school has
named a new performing arts facility in his memory.
Family, friends and schoolmates
attended a ceremony to officially
open the Josh Morris Amphitheatre on Friday, December 14.
Dance teacher Laiken Thomas
said: “Josh loved the performing
arts.
“He was really talented and
very passionate about it, so we
thought it would be a fitting tribute to him to have something that

The Josh Morris Amphitheatre was ofﬁcially opened by the late Beamont pupil’s mum Caroline Tress
the students can use every day during lessons.
“Josh was absolutely adored, everybody knew him – he had a very
dry sense of humour, he was really
witty and funny.

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS

“All the other pupils said how smiley he was, and it very was clear
that he was so resilient.
“He had a lot of health problems
but he would never show that, and
he kept on going to the very end.”

Josh’s mum Caroline Tress added:
“It’s very humbling to think that he
was only at the school for one year,
but he left such a big mark.
“It’s very fitting – he would have
loved being the centre of attention.”

BCA AWARDS EVENING
Back in the summer term we were
delighted to invite over 100 of our
top students to the Parr Hall for
our Annual Awards Evening. This
amazing event was made even
more special this year due to the
wonderful venue.
We were joined by guest speaker,
the local author Rob parker who
continues to work with us as our
writer in residence.
BCA are delighted to announce
that we have secured this
venue again for 2019 and look
forward to seeing many of you
joining us again at the fantastic
celebration of life at the academy

#OurStudentsDoGreatThings
@BCAPrincipal
Great to have so many parents,
carers, governors and students
with us tonight to celebrate
amazing achievements this year.
Very proud.
@BCAMrHarris
Great stuff from the
@BCAWarrington house band!
@PyramidParrHall rocking!
@MrReynoldsm out of his seat!
@MissHighamBCA
Very proud of our @Year9_BCA
performers at Awards Evening!
@BCAperform
@Year_9BCA
A fantastic evening! I am
bursting with pride. Well
done to the performers,
nominees and the award
winners. A night to remember
#ourstudentsdogreatthings

Email from a Governor
…yesterday evening was great. I
really enjoyed the whole evening.
Venue was super, it really made
the event a more ‘grown up’ and
formal occasion. The students were,
needless to say, wonderful.

…a great big well done to
all the staff and especially
students involved in tonight’s
annual award ceremony at
the Parr Hall for Beamont
Collegiate Academy. The event
was flawless and it makes you
feel proud to have our children
attending a fabulous academy
with superb teachers and
amazing subjects for them to
study #teambca
BCA ACADEMY FOCUS
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LIFE LONG LEARNERS
Continuing Professional Development at BCA
How can we support boys in our
classroom to help them succeed
and excel?
Following our keynote session with
Gary Wilson, designated lead for
boys’ progress and achievement,
Karis Mason, led a staff CPD
session aimed at contextualising
the information and applying it to
‘our boys’. Recent census and ward
information was used to highlight the
socio-economic backgrounds of our
students and the barriers they face.
We also looked at theories of human
motivation and how we can create
successful learning environments for
our boys.
Off the back of the sessions on
boys’ achievement, staff have been
sharing examples of work that our
priority boys have produced and
are tweeting about the work they
are doing using #BCAboys and
#ourBOYSareBRILLIANT. This has
helped to create the culture we want
around boys and continues to highlight
the amazing work of the staff.
Please use the hashtags to use the
brilliant things our boys use doing
outside of the classroom.
Gary Wilson, a renowned specialist
in raising the achievement of boys,
delivered a 2 hour twilight session
to address the issues and barriers
that boys face in education. Staff
were treated to an informative and
inspiring speech, packed full of
anecdotes and ideas to help improve
their relationships and challenge
their preconceived ideas about boys.
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The session really confronted our
stereotyping and gave practical ways
of inspiring and pushing our boys to
do more and achieve more.
Gary was very impressed by the
work already going on at Beamont
Collegiate Academy and said that
he visited hundreds and hundreds
of schools and thought we were one
of the best he had been to. He was
extremely impressed with what we
do and he told our parents the same
thing at the parental session he held
afterwards. He was impressed with
the culture and attitude of our staff
and very complimentary about how
progressive Beamont Collegiate
Academy is.
Some of the key messages Gary
pushed included:
Promote reading with boys, and
especially getting males to be good
‘role models’ for reading
Encourage active elements to the
lessons, promote their curiosity
Provide boys with the bigger
picture and give them the success
criteria, turning the lesson into a
challenge (not a competition)
Promote caring masculinity and
show boys it’s ok to share feelings
Develop quality relationships with
our boys- show them we care, value
them and want to know what is
going on in the heads
Remove any negative labelling of
boys
Showcase the excellent work they
do and get them involved in school
life

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS

A member of staff told us:

“

I will definitely rethink my
approach to dealing with
boys and will be doing
further reading to support
implementation of strategies
both in terms of curriculum
and my approach.

“

LIFE LONG LEARNERS
their own development. Staff have
been introduced to Rosenshine’s
principles of Instruction – a
framework of teaching and learning
methods to support student learning.
Staff attend bespoke sessions
exploring Rosenshine’s methods and
regulary share ideas as to how to
embed them within daily practice in
the classroom. We pride ourselves
on having a culture of deliberate
and reflective practice so that we
Some of the Friday morning
can continually refine and develop
sessions have explored:
our practice. To help us do so, every
How to use techniques to
member of staff has been given their
support knowledge retrieval
own reflective journal – this journal
How to implement strategies to enables staff to take time to reflect on
enable students to access a wide their practice. It is great to see staff
sharing their ~MoleskineMoments
range of vocabulary
with others, sharing their insightful
Engaging with the latest
thoughts and developments to further
technology such as ‘Google
build on our collaborative practice at
Classroom’ to promote
BCA.
independent learning and
stretch student thinking
We have welcomed external leading
Every Friday morning, teachers
and teaching assistants attend a
one hour CPD session exploring
a range of teaching strategies
and engaging with the latest
educational research as a means
of continually developing and
refining their practice so that they
can deliver exceptional learning
experiences to support their
students.

Collaborating with each other
to share good practice to have
a positive impact on student
outcomes.
At BCA we have a unique
culture in which staff invest in

practitioners to the academy to
share their expertise and knowledge
with our staff. In October Gary
Wilson, a national expert on ‘leading
boys achievement’ joined us for
our twilight training session. From

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS

this, Miss Mason launched our
#BCAboysarebrilliant campaign
– using Gary Wilson’s suggested
strategies to engage and support our
boys….and as a result, our boys are
being brilliant!
In January, we hosted an Inset
day with other colleagues from
across TCAT in attendance. Tom
Sherrington, an educational
consultant delivered 3 90 minute
sessions. The sessions were full of
exciting strategies and techniques
to use in the classroom to enrich
students learning experience and
support them in accessing the
knowledge rich curriculum.
We certainly have lots to shout about
at BCA and we make sure we do every
Friday morning with our ‘Teaching
and learning Shout Outs!’ – We see
lots of good practice in classrooms
every day and we regularly share this
with all staff – it is great to see staff
taking pride in their lessons and using
everything explored in our Friday
CPD sessions within their lessons. As
a little ‘thank you’ to our hard working
staff, each Friday we commend
one member of staff with the ‘Staff
member of the Week’ title, it is hotly
contested each week as our staff
continually go the extra mile every
day of the week.
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PRIMARY PAGES
As you will know, if you are a regular
reader of Academy Focus, BCA have
really close links with our primary
school and at any opportunity we
organise workshops or events for the
primary schools to get involved with.
And the last 6 months have been no
exception. The photographs on these
pages will show what a busy time we
have had together.

would live and have their lecturesa real thought provoker.
There are many more events and visits
as you can see from the pictures. We
are always busy making sure all our
partner primaries visit BCA as much
as possible.

The Waterstones event is always a
great event. We have organised this
event for the past 5 years now and
each year it gets better and better.
The pupils from our partner primary
schools spend weeks coming over to
BCA and working on fantastic pieces
of writing, we then have a celebration
at Waterstones in Warrington Golden
Square. It is so much fun and the
pupils involved work incredibley hard
to make their piece of work stand out.
We have prizes and books for each
child and amazing inspirational talks
from two leading authors, Cathy
Cassidy and John Mayhew. The
children get to ask lots of questions
and have their books signed… so
much fun.

c
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Got to have high hopes

a
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Josh Charnley’s Instagram picture

WARRINGTON Wolves favourite
Josh Charnley and his girlfriend Zoe
Cross have been flooded with
congratulations messages after
welcoming their new baby to the
world.
Axel Lyane Charnley was born on
Saturday at 4.06am weighing 8lbs
15oz.
He will be the little brother to their
first child Arlo.
The happy pair got engaged in April
this year shortly before announcing
on social media they had baby
number two on the way.
It’s not the only piece of baby news
in the Warrington Wolves camp this
month.
Dec Patton and his partner Natalie
also held a gender reveal party to
announce their new baby.
The couple popped a balloon filled
with blue confetti before the scrumhalf flew out on the England Knights
tour of Papua New Guinea.

Reading boost
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LIBRARIES across Warrington have
received national recognition for the
work done during the past year to
encourage adults to read more and
improve their literacy skills.
LiveWire has achieved double gold
award success for the reading ahead
scheme 2017/18, along with partners
Warrington and Vale Royal College,
Priestley College, Warrington
Hospital Library, Gainsborough
House in Lower Walton and Gorse
Covert Day Centre.
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Another event that our partner
primary schools love to get involved
with is our Hopes and Dreams
weeks. During these weeks we have
16 NEWS
lots of inspirational people visiting the
primary schools to help them decide
on their future careers. Professional
such as engineers, police, firemen,
vets, doctors, nurses have great fun
on board
visiting students from year 1Baby
to year
6.
They even get to go to university for
the day, this really gets the children
fired up about what they want to do
after they leave school. They tour
round the campus, see where they

Youngsters from Meadowside Primary School in Longford at The Halliwell Jones Stadium
YOUNGSTERS from primary schools
across town have had a taste of life
as vets, police officers and
firefighters.

Beamont Collegiate Academy’s
partner schools took part in its
annual Hopes and Dreams
programme this month.

Pupils from seven primary schools
also had the chance to visit The
Halliwell Jones Stadium, take part in
yoga sessions, and received talks

Picture: Mike Boden

from NHS staff and a mindfulness
coach.
The scheme aims to inspire children
to think about their future careers.

MP’s free overseas trips
worth almost £10,000
BCA ACADEMY FOCUS

n Labour politician has

He also benefitted from a £1,627

member of Parliament.

n

PRIMARY PAGES
WG warringtonguardian.co.uk
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Local Life

Orford Longford Woolston Padgate

Primary school pupils meet authors after project improves writing skills

Authors Cathy Cassidy and John Mayhew met primary school pupils when they visited the Waterstones store in Golden Square Shopping Centre
PRIMARY school pupils have met
two authors after completing a
project during which they picked
up new writing skills.
Youngsters from six primary
schools across the town visited

Beamont Collegiate for literacy
sessions over a 10-week period.
And pupils from Beamont
Community Primary School,
Brook Acre Community Primary
School, St Margaret’s CE Primary

School, St Andrew’s CE Primary
School, Meadowside Community
Primary School and Dallam
Community Primary School had
the chance to meet authors Cathy
Cassidy and John Mayhew.

The pair visited students at
Waterstones in Golden Square
Shopping Centre, with pupil
Hannah Royal given an award for
her ‘amazing attitude and
commitment to the programme’.

University honour
in dad’s memory
Woolston Recycling Centre

Expansion plans

g
c

PLANS to expand Woolston
Recycling Centre have been
approved by Warrington Borough
Council.
The New Cut Lane site will
receive new fencing and gates as
well as a resurfacing of its roads
and paths, while an electrical and
electronic equipment waste shed
will also be installed.
And the tip will be expanded
under the scheme.
The area to the west of the site
will be utilised for receiving
waste under the plans, while the
south west of the recycling centre
will be used for the storage of
materials.
Planning permission for the
development has been granted by
Warrington Borough Council,
which says that the work will
‘bring the site up to modern
standards’.
Objections from nearby
residents had raised concerns
access to the site.
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n ONLINE >

Get more news as it happens on our
website at warringtonguardian.
co.uk

n Ex-pat died during study
for a computer doctorate
A UNIVERSITY is set to honour a dad who died during his
studies for a doctorate.

Chris Griffiths, from Orford,
had been studying for a doctorate
in computer sciences at Waikato
University in New Zealand.
But the dad-of-four died at the
age of 51 in January, having been
diagnosed with a rare form of
cancer two months earlier.
Now the university will honour
Chris with a posthumous degree.
Sister Paula Walsh said: “Having worked in retail since emigrating, he decided in 2011 that he
would return to college to study
computer science.
“During this time he had numerous articles published and
also spent a considerable amount
of time supporting students from
Waikato University, teaching computer science and also marking
current students’ work.
“He continued his education
and embarked on his doctorate.
“Unfortunately, in November he
was diagnosed with a high grade
neuroendocrine tumour which affected his brain, liver, lungs and
spine.

Summer sport camp
ACTIVITIES including gymnastics,
tennis, cricket and dodgeball will be held
during a summer holiday camp in
Woolston.
Youngsters attending the Active Kids
Holiday Club, held at Woolston
Community Primary School on Barnfield
Road, will also enjoy football, dance, arts
and crafts.
The scheme, run by Sainsbury’s and
ukactive, takes place from 9am to 4pm on
weekdays between Monday, July 23 and
Friday, August 31.
Sainsbury’s customers can redeem 200
Nectar points to receive an access code,
with sessions then priced £7.50 per day.
Booking codes allow up to five children
access to the holiday club, with each
youngsters allowed to attend for up to five
days.
Lunch and snacks will be provided on
the sessions.
Julie Batchelar, director of Sainsbury’s
brand, said: “Sainsbury’s Active Kids
Holiday Clubs are designed to broaden
children’s horizons and give them the
chance to try activities that they may not
have had the opportunity or confidence
to do otherwise.
“We know from speaking to parents
that the summer holidays can be a
difficult time to keep children
entertained, so with our new Active Kids
club we hope to provide them with much
needed support during the long school
holidays.
“Taking part in a club this summer may
be the first step in a lifelong passion for a
new activity, and perhaps even help
create a future sporting superstar.”

Rovers lottery boost
WOOLSTON Rovers have been awarded a
grant of nearly £1,000 from the National
Lottery.
The community rugby league club has
been awarded a total of £9,615 from the
Big Lottery Fund, with the money set to
be used to improve the changing rooms
and shower facilities at Rovers’ Monk
Sports Club base.
Work will include constructing a new
pump house on the site to improve the
water supply to showers in the changing
rooms.
Dave Whalley, from Woolston Rovers,
said: “We are incredibly grateful to the
National Lottery and the Big Lottery
Fund for giving us this grant, and the
work has already started on the
improvements that will benefit all teams
who use our facilities now and in the
future.
“This was a time consuming project to
get the application submitted, and we are
delighted to all the hard work put into
this has been reward – with special
thanks going to Warrington Voluntary
Action, who assisted us with the
application.”

Under the hammer

Chris Griffiths died earlier this year following a battle with cancer
“Chris’ wish was that he could
continue his studies and complete his doctorate.
“However, his condition deteriorated rapidly and he passed away
at home with his family – including myself – at his bedside.”
Former St Margaret’s CE Primary School and Sir Thomas Boteler CE High School pupil Chris
grew up on Clive Avenue.
He moved to New Zealand in
2001 after marrying second wife
Zola, who is from the country’s

North Island, following a ‘whirlwind romance’.
Paul added: “In May, his wife received notification from Waikato
University that Chris was to be
awarded a posthumous master
of philosophy degree in computer science in recognition of the
work he had undertaken towards
his doctorate.
“His family will be presented
with the award and a copy of his
bound thesis in a ceremony later
this year.”

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS

A SERIES of auctions are set to raise
money for a community centre.
Fearnhead Cross Centre, on Insall
Road, will host the community auctions
on the first Sunday of every month.
Vendors are invited to set up their stalls
from 10am, with members of the public
welcomed in from 11.30am.
Auctions will then begin at 1pm with all
proceeds going towards events and
activities in the community centre.
The first auction is set to take place
next Sunday, July 1
n For more information, call 07552
799920.

Get in touch
n DO you have a story for the Orford,
Padgate, Woolston, Longford and
Paddington page?
Then let district reporter Adam Everett
know.
You can email him via adam.everett@
nqnw.co.uk or call him on 596316 for more
information.
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MEET THE PRINCIPAL
Gareth Harris

PRINCIPAL

and French… not only the languages,

WHERE DID YOU GROW UP AND GO
TO SCHOOL/UNIVERSITY ETC?

but also culture and traditions!

I grew up on Swansea in South Wales.

I’m responsible for teaching Spanish

I studied English at the University of

WHAT ARE YOUR QUALIFICATIONS?

Glamorgan. I then went on to complete

BA (Hons) English. PGCE. MTeach.

by teacher training at The University of

MTeach. NPQH

South Wales. My master’s degree was
completed at the Institute of Education

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO GO INTO
TEACHING?

at the University of London.

I was lucky to have been taught
by some great teachers who really

WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES AND
INTERESTS?

developed a love of literature and

Much of my time is spent with my three

language. Teaching was an attractive

children. Other than that I love to cook,

career as it meant I could talk about that

read and watch the great Swansea City

stuff all day! My current role has led me

FC! I’ve also recently started learning

to become interested in ideas around

Italian but I’m making slow progress so

leadership and human interaction, and

far!

@BCAMrHarris

how a big organisation can work to get
the best out of everyone.

WHAT IMPRESSES YOU ABOUT
BEAMONT COLLEGIATE ACADEMY?

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR
SPECIFIC SUBJECT?

There is so much that impresses me on

I’ve always loved reading and still

to learning; the quality of the teaching

ensure I find time each day for at least a

I see in classrooms, the strength of

a day to day basis: students’ attitudes

few minutes reading. I’ve loved thinking teacher student relationships, the
about language and how a writer can
pride students have when they talk to
describe, illustrate, influence, touch,

visitors about our academy. It’s clear

shock, anger, persuade simply through

that both staff and students come into

the words they use. I’ve taught English

the building each day to do their best.

in four different schools. I started my

That makes it a pretty inspiring place to

career at Stoke Newington School in

work!

Hackney, East London, moving onto The
City Academy, Hackney where I was
Head of English. I then relocated to the
North West to become Assistant-Vice
Principal at The Co-operative Academy
of Manchester. After three years in
Manchester I accepted the post of Vice
Principal here at BCA on 2014.
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FOCUS ON ENRICHMENT
COMBINED CADET FORCE – YOUR SCHOOL NEEDS YOU!
BCA launched a new
Combined Cadet
Force (CCF) back in
September 2018. It is an
extended enrichment
programme that develops
characteristics of
greatness in our students
through a rigorous
combination of both
military and adventurous
training.
Students can join at any
point during Year 8 or
Year 9 and there are
regular selection events.
The CCF was formed in
1860 and so is now in
its 159th year! We offer
a range of military and
adventurous activities:
drill, turnout and military
knowledge, fieldcraft,
first aid, target practice
and leadership. We use
external instructors from
the armed forces and
also our staff who have
all trained to deliver high
quality training. We issue
you a full army uniform
worth over £200 in order
for you to take part. Our
enrichment runs for two
hours on a Wednesday
but we also offer weekend
training, weekend
residentials and weeklong camps away!

Speak to Mr Ryder or
Miss Jolley for more
information and to
discuss joining!

BCA ACADEMY FOCUS
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Keep up to date with the Academy
Visit our website for regular updates and key information about the Academy at:

www.bca.warrington.ac.uk
...by
following
us on
Twitter

Receive
daily
updates...

DOWNLOAD
OUR NEW
APP

Search
for your
favourite
department

...and
Facebook

“I can, I do and I will be”

@Beamont Collegiate Academy

£2.00 each
Or £3.00 if taking part in two sessions

PERFORMING
ARTS

Every Term Time
Saturday !

STREET

KARATE

10.am - 11.30

11.30am - 12.30

10.30am - 11.30

10.30am - 12.30

Come along and
be creative at BCA
Performing Arts. Learn
to sing, dance and act
with our LIPA trained
team. Fab, fun and
really friendly!

Come along and
learn to pop, lock and
bounce with BCA street
dance. A cool and
energy fuelled class for
everyone who wants to
ﬁnd their inner rhythm.

Learn new skills and
self defence, get
ﬁt and build self
conﬁdence with BCA
Karate. Learn from one
of the best.

Drop in and get
involved with different
types of sports.
Included: football,
badminton, basketball,
tennis, dodgeball and
many, many more!

Year 2 upwards

Year 2 upwards

Year 2 upwards

SPORTS CLUB

Year 3 upwards

Girls and boys are welcome to all our classes

Saturday Academy

To ﬁnd out more or book a place at any of the events
please contact us at:
Beamont Collegiate Academy, Long Lane, Warrington, WA2 8PX T: 01925 579500 E: saturdayacademy@bca.warrington.ac.uk W: www.bca.warrington.ac.uk

BEAMONT COLLEGIATE ACADEMY
LONG LANE
WARRINGTON
WA2 8PX
Tel: 01925 579500 Fax: 01925 579505
Email: mail@bca.warrington.ac.uk

